
From Here to There Eventually

Steppenwolf

Yo yo yo
Shillong city

Its the Prodigy clique clique clique clique
Freestyle SituationYo Jmae

ayo waddup man
Get 'em get 'em

Mic 1 2 check let me get your attentionWe gonna shake this place up
So yall better be listen

Be dropping so hard then get cha ass
Bouncing to the ceilin

With the sound of the music and the rhythm
You feel it?

Its been a while now
Been keepin our shine shinning on the low now

Fakers making faces saying shit like its the time now
Gettin hyped up keepin it fresh fresh with our style nowLight the reefer up

Puff pass and im gone now
See life is complicated when you care too much

Got cha mind filled with nothin but bullshits and suchWith these people 'round seems to be 
stuck in this bubble

So just stay high for a while and let loose of your trouble
What I see is what I want

Then what I want is what I getBeggie j's converse sneaks o Tim's
Top that! brighter than the shiny rims

Fresh on the set got love to respect
got a rep to protect on to the next

no procrastions seal the deal freestyle situation
what i feel is what i keep

and what i keep is what i feel
uhh Fo realI mastered the madness,

its da mic fiend
im onto new heights so best believe i be sightseeing

i overshadow its a cypher not a battleTryna fathom d clique see everybody lookin at em
I be the lyrical villain stayin focused on ma spittin

She said she wana hit it now she started catchin feelings
So wen its all said and done

i'ma be the one to highlightshades on limelight
rhyme tight fine lyk da finest

whackstas behind us
trying to define us?

Prodigy i came i saw n i conqueredChuckin in ma way nahmean i converse
Sick but da flow so ill call it contagious props keep comming homeboy its outrageous
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Mista get it done straight funky when i play it
Word!!life is wat u make it

Namsayin?
What I speak is what I know
what I have is what I show

Knowledge is high time you acknowledge the Prodigy clique
and the style that we kick
and the verbs that I spit

soooo high G that's my destination
blazing hazing nature's medication

we rise to the occasion seal the deal freestyle situation
Its P O back to the P
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